Farewell to Dadi Janki
Special Evening at GCH, Wednesday 13th September 2017
Report

After evening yoga, Sister Jagruti introduced and evening to honour and bid farewell to Dadi Janki, after her 6 week stay in
the UK, from July 30th to 15th September. ‘Dadi, it is a dream come true that you are here with all of us. Baba’s magic,
Hansabens determination and Drama’s cooperation….the last 6 weeks have been very nourishing for all of us. Each place
here in London and beyond has your strong fragrance of powerful love and unlimited happiness. In 6 weeks you have
become 25 years younger. You have shared and given so much. You are a real friend and mother to us all. An example of
a true yogi..ever young, ever smiling…ever flying…ever giving toli, ever green and ever our London Dadi!

To show our deep gratitude for all that you have done we have a few performers…..
Sister Karishma and Bro Deven sang a moving duet:I am pure, I am love, I am powerful, I am immoveable, I’m
unshakeable….I am love, like the fragrance of God…I am powerful like the angel above….I am peaceful like the Home I
have come from….
I am powerful beyond…anything in matter….I have to focus on the now…the past is dead….if God is the Ocean, why
choose the desert…follow the river as it will lead to the sea. We are all children of the one Supreme Father……we will
radiate ….walk the line of faith.....
You are truth…the deepest treasure you hold…you are pure…a mirror of the Divine…you are unshakeable with Him
standing behind….
Sister Joy spoke: With mastery there is fun and there is no fear…I think Dadi has this mastery. ‘The master never reaches
for the great…thus she achieves greatness. When she runs into difficulty she gives herself to it, not cling to her own
comfort. Thus problems are not problems to her….she competes with no one and no one can compete with her.!
Brother Jim Ryan: Dadi Janki your drishti is strong and long…You are Om Shanti times 3 and teaches us to be peaceful
and present with little or no thought…..Your subtle invisible hand is creating the tsunami of pulling us and creating us and
finishing the job….
Brother Shalin:God’s creation is incredibly diverse and unique. Everyone has a wonderful part…..who am I and who is
Mine….making my eyes as divine…..Your mind is a generator of silence which will empower the intellect to be still! Forging
a connection with the Divine allows Baba to pull us up above…don’t make the mistake to forget the journey back Home….

Brothers Minal, Pavan, Mitesh and Minesh performed a hilarious skit at and estate agent for The Golden Age: ‘We can
provide a palace’…..when will it be built….we cannot provide an exact date…there is no reservation fee but there is a list of
conditions and we will send you an email and an alarm clockset for 4am and you can start reading through the list and
decide…..you will then havetwo complimentary shawls to send you on your journey’.

A beautiful card from the whole class was presented to Dadi and an audio visual mapping the past 6 weeks was shown
remembering Rakhi at GCH, Dadi’s visit to Moringen, Germany; the GCH Janmasthami Garba; the GCH 25 years
programme for guests and her visits to Bhavans, Wembley Inner Space and meeting many groups at GCH as well as
touring GCH.
Maya completed the performances singing: Baba you have done wonders….you have made our lives very happy…..we
were in confusion and you showed us the path. You take us beyond with a glance…Baba you have done wonders…..
Dadi Janki, Sister Jayanti, Sister Hansa and team shared:
Deepakbhai: I give thanks and blessings from the heart to each one…each one has so much love for Dadi...
Kirtanbhai: We have said Dadi has to stay with us to the end and with her I will also see the birth of Krishna. This is not a
farewell and we will continue to come. Everything will be well. This atmosphere is very lovely and will stay this way. Dadi
has underlined we must remain in silence.
Hansaben: It feels we have just come and now we are going…each scene of the drama is passing by quickly… time is
flying very fast; we do service and carry on doing this but to what extent have we created our stage. Baba has asked how
much yoga power have we accumulated in ourselves and this is a thought that comes again and again. Keeping this in
front of me, I must have so much attention on myself that I can face whatever comes up in front of me well.
Didiben: There is not the feeling that I am doing service..it is like a dream…..Dadi says it is a wonder and I get to see the
wonder of Dadi here. Dadi gives us the feeling of Sakar Baba. There is the feeling that we are sitting at home in
Madhuban.
Sister Jayanti
On behalf of everyone and from the bottom of our hearts thank you Dadi! Dadi has made everyone’s apron of the intellect
elevated and full and there is the feeling that Dadi is going back from London much younger. It is Hansaben’s courage to
bring Dadi to London when it sounded crazy. With courage, faith and trust in Baba; with One strength and One support she
brought her here very comfortably. The support from the whole team has been beautiful.

Sometimes we think that there is not much difference between sato and satoproadhban. Rajo is the battling stage and tamo
is sorrowful and negative. Dadi clarified this time the difference: Sato is when things of below and the ordinary can pull us
and we can be coloured; With the satpradhan stage we will elevate others and take them beyond. The soul will not
experience anything else. Practically I saw that by Dadi coming into the hall this elevated everyone…I was seeing the
meter of everyone’s happiness, purity and power increasing….so the stage of satopradhan working. What is fortune? It is
Baba’s wonder and the wonder of Dadi’s intellect that we receive new definitions…to make our stage immoveable and
unshakeable….to stay free of thoughts of others. Remaining in pure thoughts for others is also fortune…..Dadi never
becomes disheartened or hopeless for any soul and continues to uplift every soul…..I give thanks for this help in my life and
I think I am talking on behalf of everyone……thanks Dadi.

Dadi Janki
Om Shanti, Om Shanti, Om Shanti. Whatever has happened just say ‘om shanti’ and whatever is to happen say ‘om
shanti’. Who has created this whole game, this whole play, who has done absolutely everything and hidden
Himself away and kept His children in front? This is His wonder. The way to be an instrument is to have a lot of
humility through maturity, patience and sweetness. They are easy and necessary.
There are souls here from many places…Dadi is happy that there is no corner of the world that has not been
served…it is happening everywhere…but when brothers and sisters come from all these places and meet Dadi it is
very good. They come here and receive the feeling of Madhuban here. When they come to Madhuban they also
meet Dadi there. I say to you individually in your ear, don’t ever be disturbed or disturb others. Keep this in your
mind and heart and practical life. Don’t be disturbed. If for any reason this happens then the atmosphere of that
room or household is not good. If some reason has come about, change it in a minute, as if nothing has come
about. This is a good method. Don’t ask questions of why and how?
Today Dadi went around the whole of the building and went to Baba’s room as well. Baba you have done
wonders. The whole line of the ancestor souls I look at and think how wonderful!
Toli and blessings were shared with all.

ENDS

